
Travel Guide to Bulacan State University and DJ Paradise Resort and Hotel 

NAIA to Bulacan State University 

Take a Taxi or Rideshare Service: The most convenient option is to take a taxi or a rideshare 
service like Grab. There are designated taxi stands outside the airport terminals. Make sure to 
choose a reputable taxi or use a rideshare app to ensure a safe and reliable journey. 

Provide Your Destination: Inform the driver that you want to go to Bulacan State University, 
Malolos, Bulacan. It's a good idea to have the exact address or location you're heading to in 
Malolos. 

 

NAIA to DJ Paradise Resort and Hotel 

Take a Taxi or Rideshare Service: The most convenient option is to take a taxi or a rideshare 
service like Grab. There are designated taxi stands outside the airport terminals. Make sure to 
choose a reputable taxi or use a rideshare app to ensure a safe and reliable journey. 

Provide Your Destination: Inform the driver that you want to go to DJ Paradise Resort and 
Hotel in bulacan. It's a good idea to have the exact address or location you're heading to in 
Malolos. 

 

Clark International Airport to Bulacan State University 

Take a Taxi or Rideshare Service: The most convenient option is to take a taxi or a rideshare 
service like Grab. There are designated taxi stands outside the airport terminals. Make sure to 
choose a reputable taxi or use a rideshare app to ensure a safe and reliable journey. 

Provide Your Destination: Inform the driver that you want to go to Bulacan State University, 
Malolos, Bulacan. It's a good idea to have the exact address or location you're heading to in 
Malolos. 

 

Clark International Airport to Dj Paradise Resort and Hotel 

Take a Taxi or Rideshare Service: The most convenient option is to take a taxi or a rideshare 
service like Grab. There are designated taxi stands outside the airport terminals. Make sure to 
choose a reputable taxi or use a rideshare app to ensure a safe and reliable journey. 

Provide Your Destination: Inform the driver that you want to go to DJ Paradise Resort and 
Hotel in Bulacan. It's a good idea to have the exact address or location you're heading to in 
Malolos. 

 

DJ Paradise Resort and Hotel to Bulacan State University 

Local Transportation: you can take a jeepney or a tricycle from DJ Paradise Resort and Hotel 
to the university's main gate. Most locals are familiar with the university's location. 

 

Bulacan State University to DJ Paradise Resort and Hotel 

Local Transportation: you can take a jeepney or a tricycle from Bulacan State University to DJ 
Paradise Resort and Hotel. 

 


